RUBÉN DARÍO: SYMBOL OF LATIN AMERICAN CULTURAL UNITY is the theme of the fourteenth annual Pan American Festival. The great Nicaraguan poet is shown as he is memorialized on a set of his own country's postage stamps and on those of other Latin American nations. In the background of each stamp are symbols taken from the poet's works; for example, the $5 stamp, lower right, has as its theme "optimism," man's triumph over evil. (Story on page 2)
Rubén Darío: Symbol of Unity

In 1967 it sounds somewhat too strange to refer to a literary movement which began in the 1880's as "Modernism," yet the most important single event in the history of Spanish language poetry after the XVII century is still thus known. From the 1860's verse written in Spanish suffered from the limitations of ecclesiam, neo-classicism, and self-centered nationalism. Only the best of the poets of Romanticism could be said to escape either the influence of obscure wordiness, narrow preciousness, or sterile bombast which bored the poets of the entire two-hundred year span.

In 1888 a Nicaraguan, baptized Félix Rubén García Mercado in 1867 in the village of Matapán, published a small volume of verse and prose titled, Iau, using his pen name, Rubén Darío. At that time he was in Valparaíso and Santiago, Chile, in the first of many periods of exile from his native Central America. He had wandered far from the small village and self-seeking politics of his native land to what was probably at the time the most liberal and enlightened capital city of Spanish America, both the prose and poetry of its liberal intellectual traditions.

The literary historian Alfred Coester, who at Stanford University holds the chair of Spanish American Literature and pioneered in the study of the writers of the area, wrote concerning modernism: "Young men in Spanish America toward the end of the nineteenth century felt a keen joy in living. The beauties of nature appealed to all their senses with pagan intensity. The poets among them attempted to express their emotions in verse but found the traditional Spanish forms too rigid. In the French language, however, they discovered models which, adapted to Spanish, gave them the greater freedom of expression or the novelty of form that satisfied their artistic impulses. But their fellow countrymen scoffed at their verses and condemned their sentiments as immoral.

"Being thus at odds with their social environment, the poets took refuge in an artificial world of beauty. In their opinion they formed a group apart from the rest of mankind, cosmopolitan in character because it included Frenchmen, Italians, Portuguese, English, and North Americans. They even found kindred spirits in cirmalists of bygone days. To distinguish themselves from the traditionalists, they used the word modernista, from which the proponents coined the term modernista.

"The expression now has a fairly precise meaning, because the sporadic poetic efforts of men in different Spanish American countries found in Rubén Darío a genius for a leader. From his influence sprang a real literary movement with modernista poets abounding on all sides. Despite harsh criticism, the movement took root in Spain itself, where there developed a considerable group of Spanish modernista poets.

"A modernista poet is marked by certain characteristics, his keen receptivity to sensuous beauty in nature, his feeling that he is misunderstood by the generality of mankind, his aloofness from the real world, and his effort to express his emotions in unusual language, often comprehensible only to fellow poets. As a matter of fact, the Spanish his "Marcha triunfal" that most people find the musicality of language predominant.

"If the swan? He is the sublime image of the decorative concept of life; however, man, compared, as he glides upon the still surface of a sylvan lake.

"There are many more possible interpretations of Darío's poems, however, and these may have been great poets in their own right even if they had not been inspired or influenced by Darío. One of the earlier associates in literary publishing ventures was the Bolivian Ricardo Jaimes Freyre, whose discourse on poetry written as a result of his profound study of the problem is considered unique in the modern era.

Two of Darío's poems have been well translated into English as examples of his style and of his ability to inspire or excite as seen otherwise than in "poetry for poetry's sake.

"The first, "Symphony in Gray Major" (Sonatina en Gris Mayor), provides a sample of verse in assurance (rhyme of the vowel in the alternate lines as the poetry is printed) going back to one of the oldest types of Spanish verseification, but employing an utterly modern notion of ideas and images.

The other, "To Roosevelt" (A Roosevelt) in its defiant tone has all the elements of a corresponding chord in the sentiments of other Latin Americans for its defiant tone, and challenges the concept of superiority. It has not been sur-
Educating for Progress

The progress that Latin America is achieving is due in large measure to improved standards of education. On this page are two faces of education in Ecuador, both of them seen and photographed by SIU President Delyte W. Morris during a recent four-day vacation trip in that country.

The photograph at top shows one of the modern buildings at Cuenca, Ecuador's new university city. Other ties besides the building of new campuses unite Cuenca and SIU—SIU holds an important library of Ecuadorean literary and other research materials, purchased from the South American university's emeritus professor of medicine, Dr. Jose Mogrovejo Carrión. The materials have already served as the basis for two masters theses and two doctoral dissertations at SIU and Ohio State University.

Below is a rural "jardín de infantes"—kindergarten. The sign denotes the budget under which the kindergarten operates and the school's name.
By CHARLES EKKER

Since 1938 Southern Illinois University has had an Inter-American Studies Program, administered under the auspices of the Latin American Institute. The faculty and staff of eight academic departments and the Library have contributed to making the program meaningful and of the highest professional standing in anthropology, economics, history, foreign languages, government, geography, philosophy and religion, and library science. The Institute has no academic staff of its own so that the success of the Inter-American Studies Program has been the result of close cooperation between the cooperating academic departments, the Institute and the students majoring in the field.

Southern Illinois has few if any natural ties with Latin America, but a university must offer its students as universal a series of opportunities as possible. Graduates of our university have demonstrated intellectual abilities and interests in Latin America; the administration of Southern Illinois has therefore seen Inter-American Studies as another means of making a significant contribution in education to the citizens of Southern Illinois and surrounding areas.

Intellectual curiosity, however, is not enough justification for supporting a program with seemingly limited value to a limited number of students. Illinois is an industrial state with major business and other contacts in Latin America. Sales abroad mean jobs at home—and it takes highly-trained personnel to sell the products of our farms, and factories to people who can purchase them and make the best use of them. This means that our universities must do their utmost in training students in areas studies rather than in one special academic field alone.

The language requirement for international work is a feeling or sensitivity for differences in culture, climate and society. For those students who would like to test their abilities for inter-national and inter-cultural understanding, the Latin American Institute operates a Study Abroad Program in Mexico every summer. Regular courses are offered at the University. In Mexico City and the Zona Norte the Institute offers students the opportunity to staff members from Southern at the same time that students are initiated into the advantages, trials and tribulations of living and studying in another country, and perceiving the cultural climate of that culture. Most students return to the campus with renewed enthusiasm and interest in expanding their academic training in the Inter-American Studies Program or in academic disciplines with a minor in the area field.

The second pre-requisite for effective participation in the program is that of the student. The Inter-American Studies Program is high level of language proficiency in Portuguese and/or Spanish, in addition to English. Ideally students should spend at least one year in Brazil or a Spanish-speaking country on a work-study internship where learning the language and making professional contacts would be the major requirements. Southern Illinois is in the process of joining a consortium of universities so that students will have access to one or more off-campus centers in Latin America where the internship program can be more easily implemented.

After acquiring and proving adequate linguistic proficiency, the student then becomes part of the Foreign Language Program at Southern Illinois. Each student who has acquired linguistic proficiency through courses and study in Latin America, by entering the Peace Corps or missionary work, as an American Field Service, orEXPERIMENT IN AID

The Latin American Institute works at the United States-Central American-Antillean Information Office in Washington, D.C., the Latin American Institute at Southern Illinois University, the Latin American Institute at the University of Illinois, and the Center for Latin American Studies at the University of Illinois, cooperate in the administration of the Inter-American Studies Program. The Institute is supported by the United States Agency for International Development, the Ford Foundation and the State Department. The current budget is $200,000. The funding is provided by the Ford Foundation and the State Department.

The Inter-American Institute of the University of Illinois, which was founded in 1958, has been supported by the Ford Foundation and the State Department. The Ford Foundation has been providing financial support for the Institute since it was founded. The University of Illinois has been providing financial support for the Institute since it was founded.
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The Student and Portuguese

By CHARLES EKKER

Portuguese is spoken in the United States, in the countries of the U.S. River and New Bedford, Massachusetts, and in the District of Columbia. There are smaller colonies of immigrants in Jacksonville, Illinois, in the New Mexico, and in the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area. A rough estimate would indicate a total of some 590,000 Brazilians, Continental and Insular Portuguese speakers in the U.S.

Just as the U.S. has become the largest English-speaking country, Brazil has developed into the largest Portuguese-speaking area in the world, with some 80,000,000 inhabitants. Another 25,000,000 people use the same language in Portugal, on the Madeira, Cape Verde, St. Thomas & Prince and Timor Islands, on Madagascar, in India, and in the major overseas possessions of Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea.

More so than anywhere else in Latin America and the rest of the world, Brazil is a country of Brazilians, with a U.S. Canadian, Japanese, and Western European presence. It is an office, subsidiary, or factory in Brazil, most factories are in Sao Paulo State while offices are concentrated in Rio de Janeiro. Such institutions as multinational and International Harvester, for example, have major heavy equipment production facilities with national-dealer networks in Brazil. Ford, General Motors, Westinghouse, Union Carbide, DuPont, Chrysler, General Electric, and almost everyone of the Fortune lists of U.S. and free-world enterprises has major interests. In some cases, the Brazilian operations of such firms are closely linked to the parent organization in the home country!

U.S. and international government, foundation, insurance, airline, management - consultant, banking, cooperate, research, and almost every kind of organization have interests of various and sundry types in Brazil and have felt the lack of adequately-qualified personnel to staff their activities.

The U.S. is Brazil's largest customer (mostly coffee and cocoa) and U.S. companies directly or indirectly are the major suppliers of Brazil's needs for raw materials, machinery, equipment, petroleum products and technical know-how. Imports total 2.1 billion, of which the U.S. supplies about one-third.

THE CAMPUS at Monterey Tec

A Varies Fare

SIU Programs in Mexico

Southern Illinois University students and faculty have long been participants in some phases of university activities. This year, Oldest of the efforts to create a consciousness of and appreciation for the cultural heritage of the sub-continent across the Rio Grande is the Summer Study Program which was initiated in the early 50's by Dr. J. Cary Davis, retiring head of the Department of Foreign Languages. Since that time a summer school group has gone from Southern to Mexico City, Guanajuato, or both; this year, to Kalapa, for a summer session combined with visits to points of historic, cultural, and tourist interest.

Other activities have been the Meso-American Research Project conducted jointly by the Department of Foreign Languages and the Instituto Nacional de Antropologia e Historia in Mexico, in study of north central Mexican archeology in which Prof. J. Charles Kelley, Carol L. Riley, Pedro Armillas and other faculty have been active; the work of the School of Agriculture in studies of the Mexican cattle industry under direction of Prof., Albert G. Bork. We
Exposing the Parasites


The Punta del Este conference of the presidents of the nations of the Hemisphere has just concluded with the completion of the Inter-American Treaty. Negotiations were publically set to select a Latin American Common Market by 1963, but in the wake of the speeches emphasizing the future appeared the speech of President Otto Arosa of Ecuador. He appealed for more direct U.S. aid to his country at the same time that the U.S. Presi-
dent emphasized that further aid was forthcoming only if the Latin American nations helped themselves first. The U.S. repeat performance was made many times after for many reasons; after all, the same nations had agreed to help themselves when they signed the original Alliance for Progress Charter at Punta del Este.

"There is no worse a blind man than he who does not want to see" is a very common adage in Latin America. Over the years we have spent several billions in money and patience, in the tablings of our busi-
ess, government, and foundation executives and the presidents of our colleges and universities. Yet we have so little to show for our efforts; the scope of our organization as The Twentieth Cen-
tury Fund has commissioned OECD Senior Economist Angus C. Mcll-
don to make a serious study of what industries have made over US $100 billion that has flowed to the developing areas from the world's industrialized nations.

There is no point in prescribing remedies for the patient if the doctor-patient relationship is not based on mutual confidence. Likewise, remedies are of no value if the patient has neither the courage nor the discipline to follow the doctor's instructions. Confidence in the doctor-patient relationship, of course, begins with the patient's understanding that he is ill and that only the specialist whose abilities inspire confidence will be able to provide a remedy better than empty promises, oppres-
sion, hunger, and death. The key to success, then, hinges less on the qualifications of the doctor than on his being able to communicate with the patient who knows and believes the value of the specialist's remedies, and discipline. Understanding that one is ill and that help is needed is, in short, based on creditility.

Awakening to the illnesses existing in Latin America is a very important first step. The gross experience communicated to the masses in the form of Hollywood extravaganzas by means of mass-entertainment, by thousands of well-looked-for magicians, is, at least, the ever-bountiful crops of self-seeking demagogues, opportu-
nists and ever-widening ragworms. Most pernicious (and dangerous) of all the illnesses are those elements in Latin America (and elsewhere, for that matter) who have been able to dominate and then manipulate its decrees and posting bayonets to provide themselves and their hangers-on with all the miraculous powers of Aladdin and all the wealth of the world's industrialized nations.

Sociology Professor Andrzejewski's excellent book fits into the framework described above. His reason for writing is, after all, the same nations had agreed to help themselves when they signed the original Alliance for Progress Charter at Punta del Este.
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A Panorama of Spain's Colonial Empire


In these two volumes, part of a projected series of six, the author, professor of Spanish American Literature at the University of Kansas in Kansas City, presents a panoramic picture of the cultural and social development of the Spanish colonial empire. A Peruvian by birth, Arias-Larreta writes from the point of view of the Spanish American indigenists in an effort to provide Anthropologists and anthropologists with a sense of the cultural history of the era from 1492 to 1830 as its title implies.

Unusual in its offers of ideas and information, From Columbus to Bolívar is unfortunately marred by one fault, the boogeyman of all writers who attempt an exposition of ideas and values in language not their own. Much of the writing is Spanish in structure and syntax with English words. The result is that when the thought becomes complicated, it is difficult to write with some style and flair as the Spanish American is wont to do, the English reader is likely to get lost or to find that the train of thought which has been developing so interestingly is suddenly interrupted due to the author's language difficulties.

On the whole, however, this is a small price to pay for what is an opportunity so far too infrequent, whereby the English-speaking reader can have a look into the brain and feel the intense emotional involvement of a Latin American with the language of his racial and cultural history.

Reviewed by A. W. Bork

Gunter's Investigation South of the Border


Twenty-five years have elapsed since the author first attempted to present a comprehensive profile of our neighbors to the south in his Inside South America. Maturity and more careful research can be considered as the outstanding and most welcome characteristics of Mr. Gunther's writings in this new volume.

The cut-off date in this new Baedeker about South America is 1966; each country is covered with a general historical survey from colonial to modern times; a general overview of recent conditions with emphasis on events of the past ten to twenty-five years; general descriptions of the more significant items. Interest to the serious tourist, and short biographical sketches principally of key political, military, economic, literary and social personalities.

Any appraisal of conditions in Latin America must first be evaluated from the background of the author, Mr. Gunther's European and U.S. professional background would naturally color his points of view and his lack of knowledge of either Spanish or Portuguese would necessarily force him to rely on secondary sources for practically everything except for such information as might be forthcoming from his own personal observations and verifications. In other words, the author is to be credited with stating that he realizes his own limitations; on the other hand, the reader must be cautioned by this reviewer that the accuracy and credibility of the author's information diminishes as rapidly as the field of personal observations and the cataloguing of facts and figures is transposed into general interpretation and evaluative political, social, economic and other conditions in each country.

As secondary sources Mr. Gunther has made effective use of the works of an author and an amateur observer whose works have been available principally in English, but in gather­ ing information for his book, he has presented a more up-to-date picture about institutions, flora and fauna, business, social, and economic practices, he has obviously relied on information in the newspapers and the best of all possible pictures short of photographs which is employed in his previous books which had been published in the United States.

In summary, Inside South America is still one of the best generally available works on the Latin American countries. The beginning student of Inter-American affairs and the businessman looking for trade and other opportunities should double-check and obtain the most up-to-date information possible concerning specific details which may seriously influence future decisions.

Charles Ekker
Los "Hinteleuctuales"

Al crecer las grandes ciudades e industrializaron las naciones de la América Latina todo cambió. La gente dijo que la ciudad metropolitana ya no es fácilmente identificable en cuanto a sus orígenes. Tanto el chino, como el mexicano, el indio, el kikuyu, los kikuyus, los norteamericanos, etc. Se viola del mismo modo, cambia rápidamente a sus tareas diarias, y no se distingue uno del otro automáticamente como en los pueblos chinos.

An México como resultado de la Guerra Civil en España (1936-39) ocurrió una inmigración volúsmosa de refugiatados políticos. Esta inyección de sangre nueva trajo al país muchas contribuciones valiosas: ayuda técnica, talentos directivos, impulsó la industria y el comercio en la época de la II Guerra Mundial, pero no sin algunos trastornos en los sentimientos nacionales.

En los doscientos años había una mayoría de individuos que sin grandes dificultades se ajustaron al nuevo ambiente y al trabajo que pudieran encontrar. Aunque anhelaban regresar a su patria europea no tardaron en hacerse en la vida nacional mexicana. Para otros el resguardo fue mucho más difícil, o porque no encontraban un empleo adecuado o por asistir de la nostalgia o del "shock" cultural. Algunos crean con tanta vehemencia en la pronta caída del régimen francotiza que no querían dedicase al trabajo que se les encomendó por otro lado. Por qué arrinconse donde no se iba a parar. Probablemente regresarían a España en un mes, se declinó. Y éstos formaban un grupo pequeño y conspicuo que diáleticamente se reunían en los cafés a discutir su futuro, planear sus actividades políticas y culturales cuando llegase el día del retorno, o sea juntaban, llevando sus características, bemoles, en las banquetas del centro para comentar los acontecimientos del día.

Enrique había unos cuantos que en la tradición latina se consideraban superiores al trabajo manual o veían como algo necesario. Estos "intelectuales" sólo se dedicarían a tareas materiales. El caricaturista Medina de la Vega escribió este periódico "Equis" como parte de su vida, en una tela de sarga y un par de trazos que en la calle de la capital comentan la inusitada presencia de un ciudadano del país hispánico, "Hinteleuctuales" con "h" que implica que los supuestos "cerebro\'s" de Europa no demostraban más educación formal que el pobre analfabeto a quien se hallan con tanta curiosidad.

No se podría pintar más claramente las dificultades del resguardo espíritual, intelectual y de los sentimientos nacionalistas que trajo la época de la II Guerra Mundial a la Metrópoli que es la Ciudad de México.

Television's Week

The Bogart Mystique

What’s the Bogart mystique? Why the enthusiasm for Bogart film festivals? Why so many books about the tough-guy actor? Why the enduring admiration?

ABC Scope – Vietnam Report shows South Vietnamese exchange students attending American high schools.

MONDAY

Cineposium looks at the work of independent and experimental film makers.

TUESDAY

War in the Skies, an ABC special, tells the story of the role of the Air Force in Vietnam.

WEDNESDAY

Hallmark Hall of Fame presents "Soldier in Love," a story of the first Duke and Duchess of Marlborough, the ancestors of Sir Winston Churchill.

THURSDAY

"Toys in the Attic" is the 1963 film adaptation of Lillian Hellman’s psychological drama.

FRIDAY

N.E.T. Playhouse presents Britain’s Sadler’s Wells Opera Company in an adaptation of Offenbach’s "Hansel and Gretel".
NEW FLAG PRESENTED—Ken Schlitz, second from left, president of Abbott Hall, accepts a new flag for Thompson Point donated by Harrisburg city council. The housing area has two flags, but both were badly tattered, and have not been flown since the end of Fall quarter. Others in the presentation ceremony were Tom Mildaw, head of the flag committee; Marvin Edmonds, vice president of Abbott Hall; Elyas Zimmennas, assistant dean at Thompson Point; John Anderson, President of Thompson Point; John Ross, Honor Guard, and Bob Wise, treasurer of Abbott Hall.

 Authorities to Visit
Evaluation of Recreation Department Set

The two divisions of SIU's University Department of Recreation and Outdoor Education will be evaluated by top authorities in their respective areas of specialization this month and next.

Enoch to SIU by the College of Education will be John L. Hutchinson, head of the professional recreation education curriculum at San Francisco State College, and Donald Hammerman, director of Lorado Taft Field Campus.

Northern Illinois University, Hammerman will be here Monday through Wednesday to evaluate the effectiveness of the outdoor education division in meeting educational objectives in teaching education. On Monday at 6:30 p.m. in the Morris Library Auditorium he will speak to an outdoor education seminar to which both graduate and undergraduate students are invited. The following evening he will address members of the Southern Division, Illinois Outdoor Education Advisory Council meeting at a dinner meeting in University Center. He also will show a film he has prepared titled "Beyond the Chalkboard."

Hutchinson, an author-lecturer and brother of the late Fred Hutchinson, major league baseball pitcher and manager, will be at Carbondale May 10-12 to evaluate the recreation division.

On campus the same days as Hutchinson will be a nationally known pioneer in the field of recreation, Harold D. Meyer, professor emeritus at the University of North Carolina. Meyer will take part in an interdisciplinary symposium May 11 in the seminar room of the Agriculture Building. Titled "Facing up to the Problems of Leisure," Hutchinson and SIU recreation specialists also will participate.

Meyer will speak at a convocation of the College of Education for students and faculty at 4 p.m. May 11 in Davis Auditorium, Wham Building, and an SIU Recreation Club awards banquet in University Center May 12.

'Speak-Out' Sessions Unrelated To Free School Organization

Wednesday's "Speak-out" session on the Vietnam War was in no way connected with the free school organization, according to Selwyn Goldstein, a coordinator for a free school speech class.

The Daily Egyptian reported that "temper flared" at the session which was held on the grounds north of the University Center. The report said that the conflict occurred between free school participants and members of the crowd.

Goldstein said that the "Speak-out" sessions should not be connected with free school.

"Free school does not take a stand on anything such as this," Goldstein said. "Each individual member of free school bad his own opinion, pro or con, about the war. Those members were acting as individuals Wednesday and not as representatives of free school."

Kirk and Nelson is responsible for the ad which appeared in the Daily Egyptian April 18, not Mr. Gruny. The ad quoted an article in the Daily Egyptian April 7. Since the interpretation of 'resident' was in controversy, we used the interpretation of authority we respected and one that seemed fair to us. We apologize for failure to attribute the quote to the Egyptian."

The article to which Mrs. Gruny referred appeared on page 13 of the April 7 edition. The Daily Egyptian accepted the advertisement in good faith, and on the strength of SIU Instructors Attend Professional Confabs

Members of the Department of Clothing and Textiles faculty are attending professional conferences in Michigan and Pennsylvania this weekend.

Rose Padgett, chairman of the department, is attending the 7th national conference on and home economics in East Lansing, Mich. Mrs. Padgett, along with Dr. W. Martin, will attend the conference of the Interior Design Educators Council at Pennsylvania State College.

Political Committee Replies to Charge

The Committee for Keene, Kirk and Nelson Friday issued a statement about a political advertisement which appeared Thursday from C. Richard Gruny, University legal counsel.

The ad, which appeared in the April 18 edition of the Daily Egyptian, contained a quotation attributed to Gruny. The quotation dealt with residency requirements for students, Mrs. George McClure, executive secretary for the Committee for Keene, Kirk and Nelson, made the following statement in reply to Gruny's statement:

"The committee for Keene, Kirk and Nelson is responsible for the ad which appeared in the Daily Egyptian April 18, not Mr. Gruny. The ad quoted an article in the Daily Egyptian April 7. Since the interpretation of 'resident' was in controversy, we used the interpretation of authority we respected and one that seemed fair to us. We apologize for failure to attribute the quote to the Egyptian."

The article to which Mrs. Gruny referred appeared on page 13 of the April 7 edition. The Daily Egyptian accepted the advertisement in good faith, and on the strength of the reputations of the persons submitting the advertisement. The newspaper accepted the advertisement without further verification. This, of course, was a mistake for which we apologize.
**Knight Accepted Honor to Give Wife Title**

By Margaret Perez

Sir Linton Andrews, the only recipient of the Queen’s Knight of Honor at the Second Annual Art Exhibit will be judged April 26 by a panel composed of Lawrence Brontë, London’s deputy editor of the Leeds Mercury, and William Rapp, recreation director of the A.L. Bowen School; Gene Keltner, director of special education for the Kennedy Foundation; Albert Shafter, supervisor of the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare; and Jay Bender, physiology associate professor of art.

The honor of knighthood dates back many centuries and is known before the dates it was applied to a man when he was just 16. and it was under some very unusual circumstances.

Sir Linton is now teaching a course in international journalism as a senior-level course in journalism. He published his first book when he was just 16, and it was under some very unusual circumstances.

Sir Linton said, "I've written a few books in my time," he said, "but I don't pretend to be a scholar by any means. I've delivered a few speeches, but this is the first time I've ever taught a class of young journalists."

Sir Linton still smiles when he says, "I'm an old man. I have spoken to a reporter who covered Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, and I had a small educational education instructor who was a vocal fan of the Crimean War. I've known people who were in England's Five Hours War."

Sir Linton, a visiting professor in journalism, was knighted during World War II for valuable information he released to the British government.

"I was very fortunate in obtaining this information," Sir Linton said. "I don't pretend to be a political or military man."

"Today you don't have to be an expert to be a knight," he said, "It is given now for outstanding public service and it is known before the dates it was applied to a man when he was just 16. and it was under some very unusual circumstances."

My father was dying at the time," Sir Linton said. "He had been commissioned to write a book, and so we had to lose the money, I wrote the book and had it published with it."

Knighthood carries with it a lot of personal prestige, Art said, "But the material benefits are meager."

"When one is a knight," Sir Linton said, "people don't like to disappoint him. As a result, I can usually find a room in a hotel. A knight can have a coat-of-arms if he likes and have it painted on his car, but I'm afraid it would look awfully silly on my small car."

"Also, on festive occasions, a knight can wear a badge of knighthood on his chest. But there's no sense in that really because the lapel of your coat hides most of it," he said. "What's in the future for this active knight in the Queen's service? Just a lot of travel to the Mediterranean or the Album Island. But if he runs out of things to do, he just may buy himself a whole fleet of big cars, and spend his time parking a coat-of-arms on each and every door."
En-lai to Head
Six Member Presidium

WASHINGTON (AP) - Premier Chou En-lai's Wall posters
soared higher in Red China Friday. The posters said he will head a new group of six
members in a presidium of the Communist party. Already No. 3 in the party hierarchy, Chou
recently has been taking an increasingly important role in party Chairman Mao Tse-tung's
struggle with his enemies inside the party. It will not supersede the 11-man presidium or standing
committee of the all-powerful Central Committee.

Defense Witness Gives New
Impression in Coppolino Trial

NAPLES, Fla. (AP) - A doctor who examined tissues
from the exhumed body of Carmela Coppolino testified
today that the amount of choline "was not due
to the intramuscular administration of a large dose
of succinylcholine."

Carmela's husband, Dr. Carl Coppolino, is on trial for
his life charged with killing her with an injection of
succinylcholine, a lethal paralyzing drug.

The conclusion of Dr. Francis Foldes, an anthropologist,
collided with the testimony of prosecution experts who said
their tests convinced them that Carmela had been injected with
succinylcholine.

Foldes, chief of anesthesiology at New York's Montefiore
Hospital used an instrument which tracks radio activity to reach his opinion, he
said.

He examined tissue from the site of a needle puncture on
the body and compared it with identical tissue from the opposite
side. Foldes said it would take eight times as much
choline as he found to indicate an injection of succinyl-
choline. Defense attorney F. Lee Bailey called Foldes to the
stand in the trial's "battle of the experts."

LBJ Leaving Sunday
For Adenauer Rites

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson and an official
delegation of four prominent Americans probably will leave
Sunday for Germany to attend funeral services for the late
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer.

This was the word today from White House press sec-
tary George Christian. He said also that Johnson had
asked Defense Secretary Walt Cunningham to go along but the general could not.
Johnson has not been especially robust lately.

The President will take with him from here Secretary of
State Dean Rusk and John J. McCloy, New York lawyer and banker, who was U.S. military
governor and high commissioner in Germany from 1949 to
1952.

Dismissed Priest Declares
Academic Principles Violated

Instead, the university's Board of Trustees decided in
Chicago last week not to re-
new Father Curran's contract
when it expires Aug. 31. The
board included 11 laymen and
33 clergymen, including six
U.S. Cardinals, 22 other arch-
bishops and six bishops.

Advisory Board Issues Statement
On Sex Schooling

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) - The Illinois State
Advisory Board today issued a policy statement that included
a "sex education" term called "booby traps.

The statement is intended to lead to preparation of cur-
riculum guides for grade and high schools.

The board, in outlining guiding principles, listed such
booby traps as teaching stu-
dents contraceptive methods,
racial disease prophylaxis, and sexual

techniques.

The board is urging appropriate instruction should be
included to protect children
from such material and sexual
devises, "but sexual perversion
should not be included as a major topic in school sex education."
Hubert H. Humphrey, 'Spectrum' on WSIU

The "Special of the Week," which will be broadcast Sunday at 9 p.m. on WSIU Radio, will present Vice President Hubert Humphrey as he spoke in Fulton, Mo., on the occasion of the 21st anniversary of Churchill's historic address there.

Other programs:

1 p.m. The Sound of Music
4:35 p.m. Spectrum News
5:30 p.m. Music in the Air
7 p.m. Civil Liberties '67.
8:30 p.m. News
8:35 p.m. Music Understanding, 11 p.m.
Moonlight Serenade.

Activities

Flying Club, Circle K Meetings on Weekend

Alpha Phi Omega will meet at 9 p.m. Monday in Room 302 of the Home Economics Building.
Circle K will meet at 7:30 p.m. in the Agriculture Building Seminar Room.
Saturday Flying Club will hold a meeting at 7:30 p.m. in Room 302 of Old Main.
WRA House, Volleyball will meet from 7-9 p.m. in Room 207 of the Women's Gym. WRA Track and Field will meet at 3 p.m. in McAndrew Stadium.
WRA Gymnastics will meet at 5 p.m. in Room 207 of the Women's Gym.
WRA Tennis will meet at 4 p.m. on the North Courts. Intramural Softball will be played from 4-6 p.m. on the Practice Field.
Veterans Corporation meeting will be held at 9 p.m. in Room 161 of Lawson Hall. Mu Phi Epsilon will present the Sterling Staff concert at 8 p.m. in Shryock Auditorium.
Phi Kappa Phi of the School of Agriculture will meet at 10 a.m. in the Agriculture Building Seminar Room.
Action Party will meet at 9 p.m. in Room 213 of Lawson Hall.
Student Government will meet at noon in Room F of the University Center. Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet at noon in Room F of the University Center.

Bahama's Large Area

The Bahamas cover an ocean area larger than Great Britain. The 600-mile-long archipelago includes 3,000 islands, cays and rocks.

MOO & CACKLE

701 S. University
Battle of the Budget

Unexpected Expenses Increase Problem
For Student Attempting to Manage Money

The age-old problem of keeping within the budget is nothing new to most people and SIU students are no exception. The problems of student budgeting and the solutions are as varied as the letters in the alphabet.

Dan Lopatowski, a sophomore from La Grange Park, tries to keep a budget, but sometimes runs into trouble. "When I have the money, I'll spend it, but when I don't have much money I can still get along," said Lopatowski.

"It's the unexpected bills and expenses for entertainment that hinder the budgeting," Lopatowski added.

Bonnie DiMonte, a junior from Kankakee, doesn't bother to budget her money because her parents put money into her checking account as it is needed. "I try to be careful about spending though," said the SIU coed who explained that buying extra books each quarter was her biggest "non-expected" expense.

James Upton, a freshman from Carmi, said that he doesn't keep a budget. "I don't keep close track of my expenses," said Upton. "I just buy what I have the money for."

"I have a loose idea of how much money I make and how much I spend, but as for a formalized budget, I have none," said Bruce Cox, a junior from Marion.

Dennis Stowall, a sophomore from Rockford, said his budgeting measures would have to be considered "rather lax." "I don't keep track of where every penny goes," said Stowall who said he has a range he tries to keep within.

Joyce Ann Taylor, a sophomore from Anna said that she has a budget based on a two-week period. "I usually stick to the budget," said Miss Taylor who explained that her expenditures usually worked out well.

Richard Stegemann, a senior from Belvedere, said that although most students keep budgets, most do not stick to them. "I agree with the need to budget, but because of unexpected expenses it is too hard to stick to one," said Stegemann.

Richard Stegemann, a senior from Belvedere, said that although most students keep budgets, most do not stick to them. "I agree with the need to budget, but because of unexpected expenses it is too hard to stick to one," said Stegemann.

New Location New Low Prices
Student Union Prices
One Cent Per Minute Per Player 6-12 Daily

O'KELLY'S BILLSARD'S
515 So. Illinois
Ohio State Buckeyes End Saluki Streak on One-Hitter, 3-0

The Saluki baseball team's winning streak was brought to an end yesterday in the first game of a doubleheader in Columbus, Ohio.

The Buckeyes of Ohio State University beat the Salukis 3-0 in a one hitter which saw Southern go nine games without a defeat.

Southern could muster only one hit off Buckeye pitcher Joe Safediell, Rich Hacker drilled a single in the sixth inning with one out for the only show of offense for the Salukis.

Loss of Possessions in Fire

Mars Assistant Coach's Move

Ron Marciniak was appointed to an assistant football coaching job at SIU during the winter quarter. At the time of this appointment Marciniak and his family had to move into a new house in Murphysboro with no furniture and only the clothes on their backs.

Marciniak found help when it was most needed, The St. Francis Xavier church in Carbondale and several individuals came to their aid.

"I was told in Tucson that the people in Southern Illinois were the most friendly people in the world and now I believe that. People in Murphysboro and Carbondale have helped us out considerably. I've never met friendlier people," said Mrs. Marciniak.

SOI also gave the Mar­ciniaks aid by advancing them money so that they could buy new furniture and move into their home with chairs instead of boxes.

The Marciniaks have five children and individuals helped by giving the family clothes and bedding for the younger children.

To add to the story, the Marciniaks' car broke down en route to Carbondale so they were without an automobile, too.

"After all of this I was really ran out my hands and give up. What we need now is a successful football season to help us forget," Mrs. Marciniak concluded.

Weekend Athletic Schedule

Finds SIU Teams on the Road

While most students will be heading for their favorite form of recreation today SIU's spring athletes will be getting down to some serious business away from home.

The baseball-Salukis face their toughest task to date at Columbus, Ohio, where they meet defending NCAA champion Ohio State in a doubleheader. The twin bill will be the Salukis' second in as many weekends by later visit here.

Crissler was consulted on "size and control" of major sport programs.

Intramural Volleyball Schedule Announced

The schedule for Intramural volleyball this Tuesday is as follows:

1. 7:30 p.m. - J. Alph Gamma vs. The Veterans and Delta Chi "A" vs. Phi Sigma Kappa "A", "B"
2. 8:30 - Kappa Alpha Psi vs. Sigma Pi "A", "B" and Phi Sigma Kappa "A" vs. Sigma Pi "B".
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The schedule for Intramural volleyball this Tuesday is as follows:

1. 7:30 p.m. - J. Alph Gamma vs. The Veterans and Delta Chi "A" vs. Phi Sigma Kappa "A", "B"
2. 8:30 - Kappa Alpha Psi vs. Sigma Pi "A", "B" and Phi Sigma Kappa "A" vs. Sigma Pi "B".

Intramural Volleyball Schedule Announced

The schedule for Intramural volleyball this Tuesday is as follows:

1. 7:30 p.m. - J. Alph Gamma vs. The Veterans and Delta Chi "A" vs. Phi Sigma Kappa "A", "B"
2. 8:30 - Kappa Alpha Psi vs. Sigma Pi "A", "B" and Phi Sigma Kappa "A" vs. Sigma Pi "B".
SIU Women to Face Difficult Spring Sports Schedule

The Southern Illinois Open Horse Show at Carbondale will be held April 13, 14 and 15. The SIU Horse Show Committee has a team of about 12 people who are working on the show. The show is being held to raise money for the SIU Equestrian Club.

The show will have several events, including dressage, jumping, and show jumping. The SIU Equestrian Club will be conducting the show. The event will be the first combined training event conducted under national standards to be held in the area. Horses will be judged on dressage—obedience in the arena, cross-country jumping and stadium jumping. The cross country course consists of two miles of difficult terrain.

One of the highlights of the equestrian season is the sectional tournament at Western Illinois University. The 26 girls on the varsity squad will be the only team competing in the event.

Local entries will be joined by the women's and men's teams from Evansville, St. Louis and Jacksonville.

Dressage competition begins at 9 a.m. for junior division and 10 a.m. for senior division. Jumping events get underway at 1 p.m.

Memberships and clinic tickets will be sold and admission is free for the show.

Union Hills Stables are located five miles south of Carbondale on Cedar Cross Road about a mile off Hiway 51.
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Local entries will be joined by the women's and men's teams from Evansville, St. Louis and Jacksonville.

Dressage competition begins at 9 a.m. for junior division and 10 a.m. for senior division. Jumping events get underway at 1 p.m.
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Eleven Coeds Will Compete For 'Miss Southern' Crown

Eleven coeds will vie for the title of Miss Southern in competition next weekend. The women are Toni E. Bennett, a freshman from Murphysboro who is representing St. Louis University; Therese Xi Fraternity; Michelle K. Inman, a freshman from Addington, Ill., representing Sigma Kappa sorority; Beverlee J. Schrader, a junior from Berkeley, Mo., representing Delta Zeta sorority; and Marilyn L. Nix, a sophomore from Dixon, representing Sigma Lambda Gamma sorority. Also competing will be Carol L. Cummiskey, a freshman from Palatine, representing Thompson Point; Gail F. Harinek, a freshman from Stonington, representing Epsilon in Shryock Auditorium; and Mari- lynn Buescher, a junior from Stonington, representing Xi Fraternity.

Competition will begin Saturday at 9 a.m. when judges interview the contestants. A tea at 11 a.m. will be held in the University Center. The interviews and tea are open to the public, and the title competition will be held at 8 p.m. Sunday in Shryock Auditorium. The five finalists will be announced at that time.

Miss Southern will be announced at 10 a.m. Thursday at the Arena as part of the Convocations program.

SIU to Conduct May Police Course On Urban Problems

SIU will conduct a four-week training course for municipal, county and state law enforcement agencies. It is offered by Southern's Division of Technical and Adult Education and Safety Center.

The course will receive 160 hours of instruction in traffic problems and control, firearms, Illinois criminal law, collection and preservation of evidence, juvenile and adult legal and ethical problems, citizen rights and responsibilities, fingerprinting, interrogating, and the use of surveillance equipment.

Student Injuries in Cycle Accident

Roger A. Laux, sophomore from Carlyle, suffered minor injuries in a right-leg motorcycle accident Thursday night. He was apparently lost control of his cycle as he rode along the 100-block West Franklin Street, according to the Security Office.

He was treated and released by the Health Service.